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THE AIRPORT

BUS

BUS

The A2 and the A4 stop outside the Lodge (turn

The A2 stops diagonally opposite the Lodge car

left out of the lodge and cross Yanleigh Close)

park approximately every 30 minutes and will

approximately every 30 minutes and normally

normally take 15 minutes to reach the City

takes 10 minutes to reach the Terminal. The fare

Centre. The fare for this is £4.50 each way for an

for this is £3.00 each way for an adult and £1.50

adult and £2.25 each way for a child. On your

each way for a child. On your return you can get

return the bus will stop just past the Lodge on

on the bus at the front of the Terminal which

the same side of the road, if you are unsure ask

stops diagonally opposite the Lodge car park, if

the driver for Towns Talk stop. This bus does not

you are unsure ask the driver for Towns Talk

go to the Bus or Train Station.

stop (Please be careful when crossing the road).
BY TAXI

Thank you for leaving your car

THE CITY CENTRE

BY TAXI

Club Cars and V Cars are both local firms that we

Club Cars and V Cars are both local firms that we

have used regularly they charge approximately

have used regularly they charge approximately

£14.00 each way for 4 passengers - they do have

£12.00 each way for 4 passengers - they do have

ensure that your car is parked in a

larger vehicles at an increased price, subject to

larger vehicles at an increased price, subject to

space (between the lines) in the

availability. If you would like to book a taxi for

availability. If you would like to book a taxi for

your return, please arrange this directly. Arrow

your return, please arrange this directly. A more

Cars are based outside the terminal, they charge

cost effective solution may be Uber and you can

have clearly displayed the parking

approximately £15.00 to the Lodge. A more cost

use them by downloading the application to your

permit provided.

effective solution may be Uber and you can use

phone from www.uber.com.

with us. Before you go please

Long Stay Car Park and that you

them by downloading the application to your
phone from www.uber.com.

THE BUS STATION

THE TRAIN STATION

BUS

BUS

The A1 stops at the Lime Kiln Roundabout, turn

The A1 stops at the Lime Kiln Roundabout, turn

right out of the lodge and walk around the

right out of the lodge and walk around the

roundabout to get to the stop (there is no

roundabout to get to the stop (there is no

pavement on the other side of the road),

pavement on the other side of the road),

approximately every 20 minutes and normally

approximately every 20 minutes and normally

takes 20 minutes to reach the Station. The fare

takes 30 minutes to reach the Station. The fare

for this is £7.00 for an adult and £5.00 for a child.

for this is £7.00 for an adult and £5.00 for a child.

If you are travelling from the Station to the Lodge

If you are travelling from the Station to the Lodge

ask the driver for the Lime Kiln Roundabout

ask the driver for the Lime Kiln Roundabout

stop. When you get off walk around the

stop. When you get off walk around the

roundabout (the same way as the bus) towards

roundabout (the same way as the bus) towards

the airport and you will see the Lodge on your

the airport and you will see the Lodge on your

left.

left.
BY TAXI

BY TAXI

Club Cars and V Cars are both local firms that we

Club Cars and V Cars are both local firms that we

have used regularly they charge approximately

have used regularly they charge approximately

£12.00 each way for 4 passengers - they do have

£12.00 each way for 4 passengers - they do have

larger vehicles at an increased price, subject to

larger vehicles at an increased price, subject to

availability. If you would like to book a taxi for

availability. If you would like to book a taxi for

your return, please arrange this directly. A more

your return, please arrange this directly. A more

cost effective solution may be Uber and you can

cost effective solution may be Uber and you can

use them by downloading the application to your

use them by downloading the application to your

phone from www.uber.com.

phone from www.uber.com.

V - CARS
01179 25 26 26
CLUB CARS
01179 66 66 33
LONG STAY PARKING
from £2.50 per day

If you require any further
assistance please contact us
01275392441
reservations@tclodge.co.uk
www.tclodge.co.uk

